[Transition of branched-chain amino acids and tyrosine ratio (BTR) in the blood of acute hepatitis patients].
The molar ratio of branched-chain amino acids to tyrosine (BTR) correlates well with the Fischer ratio, and can be measured in a short period of time. It is regarded as the method of analysis that will eventually replace the Fischer ratio. But clinical significance of BTR in terms of acute liver disorders has not been examined thoroughly as of yet. In this study, we measured BTR of 34 patients with acute hepatitis, and examined the transition of the acute period of acute hepatitis and its recovery process. Thirty-four patients diagnosed with acute viral hepatitis became subjects of examination (16 patients of A type, 15 patients of B type, 1 patient of C type, 2 patients of non-A, non-B, non-C type). Out of the 34 patients, 11 were in serious stages (HPT under 40%), including 3 in fulminant condition. By using preserved serum obtained during the acute period (within 1 week of the highest transaminase value), recovery period (within 4 weeks), and treatment period (3 months and later), measurements were conducted with Diacolor:BTR (enzymatic analysis, ONO Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.), and the results were compared with those of 50 healthy subjects (25 men, 25 women). BTR correlated well with the Fischer ratio for chronic hepatic patients, and with albumin (Alb), PT, and ICGR15 as well, proving that it is useful as an indicator of hepatic reserve ability. But BTR has not been thoroughly examined as it relates to acute liver disorders. In this study, BTR fell in the acute period, correlating with the serious period, proving that it is a useful indicator. For acute liver damage, BTR supports conventional indicators (Alb, Ch-E, HGF, etc.) for assessing serious damage. Also, it has been suggested that measuring the passage of BTR could be the indicator of true recovery, including amino acid metabolism for liver disorders.